In this paper we propose a new approach for the improvement of the spatial resolution of hyperspectral image classification maps combining both spectral unmixing and pansharpening approaches. The main idea is to use a spectral unmixing algorithm based on neural networks to retrieve the abundances of the endmembers present in the scene, and then use the spatial information retrieved from the pansharpened image to find the location of each endmember within the enhanced pixel according to the endmembers abundances. The proposed approach has been applied both to real and synthetic datasets.
INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral imaging technology provides images composed of several narrow and contiguous bands, resulting in a very high spectral resolution, from the visible to the infrared region. This main feature permits to better characterize materials on the observed scene. However, satellite based hyperspectral sensors have generally a low spatial resolution as a result of the fundamental tradeoff between spatial resolution, spectral resolution, and radiometric sensitivity in the design of electro-optical sensor systems. This limitation can affect the performances of the algorithms used to process hyperspectral data. In the particular case of image classification, low spatial resolution can produce mixed pixels, which spectra is a combination of two or more pure spectra, representing unmixed classes, called endmembers [1] . Mixed pixels, by definition, cannot represent completely a given class, and common classifiers may fail to correctly classify those pixels. However, while spectral unmixing is a useful instrument to estimate the abundance of each endmember within each pixel, it does not provide any information on the spatial distribution of the different detected types. For this reason an enhancement of the spatial resolution preserving the spectral information became a necessary step in the classification process of hyperspectral images. In the literature many techniques for the improvement of spatial resolution of hyperspectral images have been proposed [2] [3] [4] . Most of these techniques are based on the fusion of hyperspectral imagery with higher resolution panchromatic images (pan-sharpening) [5] [6] . Depending on several factors, such as different angles of view, different acquisition date and spectral coverage between the hyperspectral image and the panchromatic one, this approach can introduce a distortion in the spectral signature of each enhanced pixel. This means that the original spectral information is not preserved, and a classification of spatially enhanced images may results in elements not present in the original image.
METHODOLOGY

Spectral unmixing
Conventional image classification techniques may provide a poor representation of the distribution of the land cover, especially in the case of images containing mixture of pure classes. In some applications it is therefore desireable to unmix pixels into their single component parts. A range of spectral mixture models have been developed for this task. Among these, the linear mixture models are the most widely used. These models, however, may not always be appropriate when the task is to obtain a land cover map. A possible solution to this problem is to soften the classification output. Differently from the standard classification, a softened classification output represents the grade of membership of a pixel to each class. In [7] Foody proposed the use of Neural Networks (NN) to perform the soften classification, while in [8] a NN algorithm has been used to estimate the abundances of endmembers in mixed pixels from hyperspectral images. In both papers a standard backpropagation NN has been trained using samples of pure pixels, to perform a classification task. Once trained the network, the activation level of an output node represents the strength of membership of a pixel to the class associated with the output unit, which has values on a scale from 0 to 1, representing the variation from extremely low to extremely high strength of membership to the class. The activation level of an output unit is a function of the input to and the unit's activation function, that is a conventional sigmoid function. The aim of this function is to force the output to have values between 0 and 1 and provide a nonlinear measure of the strength of class membership. To obtain a correct representation of the class membership, the output unit activation levels were rescaled to remove the bias towards very low and high values imposed by the unit activation function. This task has been achieved by switching, after training, the activation function of the output units to a linear function, and then rescale the values between 0 and 1. As any other spectral unmixing techniques, the NN based approach is useful to describe the scene at a subpixel level, but can only provide information about proportions of the endmembers within each pixel and cannot provide the location of the endmembers within the enhanced pixel. A further step is therefore needed, if a better spatial resolution map has to be achieved.
Spatial resolution improvement
For a better utilization and interpretation, a hyperspectral image should have both high spectral and spatial resolution. This can be achieved by making use of a high spatial resolution panchromatic image in the context of pansharpening. Pansharpening, or image fusion, is the process of improving the spatial quality of a low spatial resolution image by fusing it with a high resolution PAN image. The main challenge when fusing hyperspectral images with panchromatic ones is to preserve as much as possible the original spectral information. Moreover, due to the high number of bands the pansharpening of HS images results in increased computational load and complexity. Thus a dimensionality reduction preprocess, compressing the original number of measurements into a lower dimensional space, becomes mandatory. To solve these problems, in [6] it has been proposed an approach combining both non-linear Principal Component Analysis and Indusion for dimensionality reduction and fusion respectively. In this approach, the dimensionality reduction step is achieved by using nonlinear principal component analysis (NLPCA), commonly referred to as nonlinear generalization of standard principal component analysis. The nonlinear principal components (NLPC) are obtained with an autoassociative neural network (AANN), overcoming the limitations of linear approaches. The concept of using a neural network with a bottleneck to concentrate information has been originally introduced in [5] and it has been effectively applied in the dimensionality reduction of huge datasets such as HS images [6] . Once the NLPCs are derived from the original image, they are then fused with the panchromatic image following the Indusion approach. Indusion is a pansharpening technique derived from the Induction scaling technique. The Induction technique, considers enlargement (up-scaling) as the inverse problem of reduction (down-scaling). This yields the condition that an enlarged image should, when reduced, give the initial image back. This condition is called the reduction constraint. For a given image and a reduction filter, there is a set of enlarged images that verifies the reduction constraint. This set of images is called the induced set. Induction, initially developed for image magnification [9], simply consists in projecting an upscaled image, not adhering to the reduction constraint, onto the induced set so as to obtain an induced image that belongs to the induced set. Applied to remote sensing, the concept of image fusion consists in the extraction of the high-frequency information from the PAN image and in adding it to the NLPCs derived from the original image. The enhanced image is then obtained re-projecting the NLPCs fused with the panchromatic image back to the original hyperspectral space Using real instead of synthetic data, the resulting enhanced hyperspectral image, however, does not reproduce exactly the original spectral information. This spectral distortion is produced not only because of the different spectral coverage of the two fused images, but also because the two images have been acquired with different angles of view and different atmospheric condition. From this point of view, a classification of the pixels having a higher spectral distortion, will produce incorrect class assignment. However, if the spectral distortion does not produce a relevant degradation of the enhanced image, we can assume that the distorted spectral signature should present a sort of relation with the original non distorted one. This means that theoretically it is possible to compare the distorted spectral signature with some reference spectra and find the relative grade of similarity. Starting from this assumption in this paper we developed a mapping technique, which combines the spectral information given by the spectral mixing analysis and the spatial information from the enhanced image. The proposed approach is as follows: in a first step a neural network is trained to perform the spectral unmixing of the hyperspectral image, as described in the previous paragraph, and for each pixel a series of abundances of the endmember is produced. Then the same image is fused with a panchromatic one resulting in an enhanced image where each pixel is divided in a fixed number of sub-pixel, according to the desired resolution enhancement. A comparison of each sub-pixel with an endmember, in conformity with its fractional abundance within the pixel, is then performed by a Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) algorithm. The Spectral Angle Mapper technique directly compare the image spectra to a known spectrum, that in this case correspond to the spectrum of one of the endmembers. This method treats both spectra as vectors and calculates the spectral angle between them. This method is insensitive to illumination since the SAM algorithm uses only the vector direction and not the vector length. At this point each sub-pixel can be associated with the most similar endmember, according to the fractional abundances. In this way it is possible to find the correct location of the endmembers within an enhanced pixel thanks to the spatial infor-mation provided by the pansharpened image.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test the effectiveness of the proposed approach, two main datasets have been employed, a synthetic one and a real one, respectively. In a first experiment a synthetic PAN image has been obtained by averaging the values of each bands of a RO-SIS image acquired over the University of Pavia. The obtained PAN was then fused with the original ROSIS image where the spatial resolution has been reduced by a ratio of 4. A more complex experiment has been carried out by considering the fusion of two real images, a CHRIS-proba and QuickBird panchromatic images. In this case the two images have been acquired by two different sensors in different dates and having different geometries of acquisition.
University dataset
The first data set used in experiments was acquired using the ROSIS sensor over the University of Pavia, Italy. The ROSIS sensor covers the electromagnetic spectrum from 0.43 to 0.86 μm and has a spatial resolution of 1.3 m. Some bands were removed due to noise, leaving the dataset with 100 bands. The ground truth, consists of 9 thematic classes namely, trees, asphalt, bitumen, gravel, (painted) metal sheets, shadow, selfblocking bricks, meadows and bare soil. A total of 3.890 pixels for training and 42.642 pixels for testing are used [9] . The PAN image has been obtained by averaging, pixel by pixel, the values of each band. On the other hand, the reduced resolution image has been obtained by degrading the spatial resolution of the ROSIS image by a ratio of 4. This way the result obtained with the fused/enhanced image can thus be compared to a reference image. In a first step a NN has been trained to estimate the abundances of 9 endmembers present in the scene corresponding to the 9 classes enumerated before. Once estimated the abundances, the enhanced hyperspectral image has been produced by fusing the reduced ROSIS image with the synthetic PAN image. Finally a SAM algorithm compared the spectrum of each sub-pixel of the enhanced image with the spectra of the 9 endmembers. According to their fractional abundances, each sub-pixel is associated to one endmember. Fig. 1 shows the classification maps for the original image, the enhanced image both obtained using a SVM classifier, and the spatial distribution obtained with proposed method, respectively. On a first qualitative analysis of the classification results it can be noted that, from a spectral point of view, not all the classes have been correctly identified using the low resolution original image. This is because some types in the scene are smaller than the pixel size, and their spectra result to be mixed with other spectra more abundant in the mixed pixel. As expected the result obtained with the spatially enhanced image, on one hand presents better defined boundaries of the classes, but on the other hand the spectral distortion introduced by the fusion process leads to some incorrect classified pixels. As for the result obtained with the proposed approach some issues should be discussed. In particular some classes have a very similar spectra (bitumenasphalt and gravel-bricks). These spectra may lead the unmixing algorithm to a wrong result, because by definition it is supposed that the spectra of the endmembers should be as much separable as possible. Another issue is related to the nonlinear mechanics of the mixture in the bare-soil/meadows areas. In fact, from a spectral point of view, these two classes are in a sort of intimate mixture and their spatial distribution cannot be represented in segregated areas. For this reason the bitumen and asphalt have been merged as well as gravel and bricks, resulting in 7 classes, as depicted in Fig 1. 
Chris-Proba dataset
A similar approach has been applied to a dataset obtained by fusing a CHRIS-Proba hyperspectral image with a QuickBird Panchromatic one. In this case the spectral distortion in the resulting enhanced image is influenced also by the differences in terms of angles of view, dates of acquisition and registration error. From a quantitative point of view, it can be noted by inspecting Fig. 2 that even if a spatially enhanced result can be obtained with the classification of the enhanced image, the spectral distortion introduced by the fusion process leads to incorrect classified pixels resulting in an overall accuracy of about 90%. On the other hand, the proposed method presents an improvement of the overall accuracy (97%). Moreover, the distortions present in the enhanced image lead to the wrong classification of several pixels, while the proposed method, based on the original spectral information, leads to the detection of the correct classes.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a novel technique for the retrieval of the spatial distribution of different land cover types obtained by a spectral unmixing approach. In fact, even if spectral unmixing is a useful instrument to estimate the abundance of each endmember within each pixel, it does not provide any information on the spatial distribution of the detected types. The proposed method tries to overcome this limitation using an enhanced image obtained by fusing the original image with a panchromatic one, according to the Indusion approach. The intra-pixel distribution is obtained by the comparison of the spectrum of each endmember with the spectra of the corresponding pixels in the enhanced image. The comparison is carried out by a Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) algorithm. Two datasets have been used in this work to assess the feasibility of this approach. In a first experiment a synthetic dataset has been used to produce the enhanced image. In a second experiment the enhancement has been performed by fusing two real images. In both experiments it can be noted that the pro-posed approach is able to find the correct location of each endmember into a pixel, according to their abundances. However the proposed method has some limitations, mainly related to the mechanic of the mixture. In particular, it has been noted that a spatial distribution of intimate mixtures cannot be represented, because of the intimate mixture of different types. Another issue is related to the endmember extraction. In fact, using endmembers having very similar spectra may lead to a wrong result. On the other hand, using an unsupervised endmember extraction algorithm may produce a number of endmember insufficient to be compared to a classical classification approach. From these first results, further investigation will be carried out taking into account not only the selection of the endmembers but also the spatial representation of both linear and nonlinear mixtures. 
